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THE FUTURE
OF DRYING LOCKERS:
NOW. HERE.
C + P dryer and disinfection lockers are setting brand-new standards on the  
market – they’re custom-designed to suit to all tasks and areas of use in your 
industry. With smart technology, we create the ideal working environment 
for clothes and equipment. Whether you’re after pure drying of damp or wet  
work clothes, odor reduction or equipment preheating for  
next use (even germ-free, if required), C + P has the perfect solution – 
as a standalone component or fully integrated high-end concept.  

FVL+ dryer lockers with forced venti-
lation technology are suitable for all 
areas of use with an on-site ventila-
tion system. When the dryer lockers 
are directly connected to the venti-
lation system, extraction takes place 
automatically (preferably with a heat 
exchanger to reduce energy loss). 
The effective air renewal helps to dry 
damp clothes faster and eliminate un-
desirable odors.

FVLD+ dryer lockers with forced ven-
tilation and dryer technology are a 
closed system. All that’s needed is a 
condensation drain and a power con-
nection for the condensation dryer 
integrated in the locker. This solution 
usually permits extremely energy-effi -
cient completion of special drying tasks 
within just one to three hours, and 
even dries below the relative humidity 
in the room. Odors are also 98% elim-
inated from the locker in addition to 
moisture removal.

PLENTY OF POWER IN THE LOCKER: LOCKERS WITH FORCED VENTILATION
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SVL+ dryer lockers with a self-ven-
tilation concept complete almost 
90% of all drying tasks without any 
need to meet additional on-site re-
quirements. Without any addition-
al ventilation equipment whatso-
ever, perforations in the single-tier 
or double-tier lockers, positioned with 
ventilation considerations in mind, fa-
cilitate the air’s fl ow patterns and en-
able effective drying.

The FLEX+ locker is the most 
fl exible allrounder from C  +  P. As a 
standalone solution, it can be used 
completely independent of a partic-
ular location. All you need is a pow-
er connection. In the FLEX+, clothes 
and equipment are dried from both 
the outside and the inside and pleas-
antly prepared for next use with in-
jected heat. The interior fi ttings are 
individually confi gured to suit the 
requirements and area of use.

The UV-CLN+ locker is suitable for 
all areas of use where storage space 
for clothes is required, strict hygiene 
guidelines apply and people need to 
be effi ciently protected from viruses 
and bacteria. UV-C radiation in the 
locker kills all microorganisms such 
as viruses, bacteria and fungi on gar-
ments wherever light reaches the sur-
face. It is 99% effective and works 
within a very short space of time.

COMPLETELY SELF-SUFFICIENT: STANDALONE LOCKER SOLUTIONS
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

All cabinets on the market have holes and slots. And 
somehow they are also supposed  to allow ventila-
tion. But is that enough?

The effectiveness of ventilation in the C + P lockers has 
been scientifically tested and confirmed. Damp clothes dry 
far faster due to the flow pattern created by the design.

Compared to conventional drying, all of C  +  P’s drying 
technologies offer significant advantages in terms of how 
quickly they dry damp and wet clothes. 

Even the self-ventilation concept (SVL+) – which doesn’t 
require an on-site ventilation system – ensures significant-
ly more efficient drying compared to conventional lockers 
due to the air inlet at defined positions and the generat-
ed flow pattern. Incidentally, the ventilation generated is 
far higher than that required by DIN 4547. Clothes and 
equipment are dried in 6 to 14 hours, depending on the 
moisture content. 

The drying and odor removal of the forced 
ventilation concept (FVL+) are supported and sped up by 

the connection to an existing on-site ventilation system.

If lots of damp clothes have to be dried in a short space 
of time, the forced ventilation concept with dryer (FVLD+) 
has a clear advantage. By additionally feeding in heat, the 
dryer achieves maximum drying efficiency with minimum 
energy consumption of just 550 W. In each drying unit, up 
to 30 liters of water can be extracted from the clothes per 
day, without any need for a separate drying room.

Our lockers with FVLD+ and FLEX+ technology lead the 
way in terms of energy efficiency and have a comparably 
high efficiency.

FVLD+ technology is the first choice for systems 
with several lockers. In contrast, the FLEX+ version  
is our ideal standalone locker solution.

DRYING SPEED – WITH EXTRA EFFICIENCY

All specifications and values are based  
on a room temperature of approx. 68°F at  
approx. 50% relative humidity  
(normal climate in Central Europe).
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON Our SVL+ technology offers an extremely 
effective drying performance.
With a clever design and no additional technical 
equipment like extractors or heaters!

Effi cient FVL+ technology: the fi rst choice for 
existing on-site ventilation systems.
Reliable odor elimination thanks to a high 
air exchange rate and improved drying.

Our FVLD+ and FLEX+ technologies
enable the fastest workwear drying 
performance
Drying of wet clothes is a particularly energy-effi cient 
process that is usually complete in one to three hours!

Our SVL+ technology:effective dry-
ing without any additional ventila-
tion equipment!

Our FVL+ technology: high air
exchange rate due to connection 
to on-site ventilation systems.

Our FVLD+ technology: maximum 
drying effi ciency with minimum en-
ergy consumption.

Our FLEX+ technology: extremely 
effi cient and completely variable – 
the perfect standalone locker    
solution.

Conventional
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C + P POWER LOCKERS
WITH FORCED OR
SELF-VENTILATION

We have relied on steel for almost 100 years. For our drying and disinfection lockers, 
too. From an ecological standpoint, steel is 100% recyclable and can be repeatedly 
melted down without losing any of its quality. This reduces the amount of energy re-
quired during production, while significantly cutting CO2 emissions too.

As the European market leader for steel-based lock-
er and cabinet solutions, we continue to set new 
standards with innovative ideas – especially in the 
area of new ventilation concepts. With the product 
ranges

  Classic

  Evolo

  Cambio

  Prefino 

in countless versions, we offer fully flexible system solu-
tions that are as diverse as the requirements of our 
cross-sector client base.  

As a full service provider, we place great importance on 
providing advice for planning, transport and installation of 
our products. We make sure that everything runs smooth-
ly for our customers. But our job does not end once your 

selected solutions have been assembled. We always offer 
a seamless aftersales service as standard.

For you, this translates into complete planning and 
implementation reliability – whether it is meeting all 
workplace guidelines for commercial use or comply-
ing with special hygiene regulations in your industry.  
Do you need to separate street clothes from work 
clothes, or require forced ventilation? Do you need ad-
ditional storage space, or floor connections to be sealed 
for mechanical cleaning? Are your lockers on an on-site  
base? That’s no problem for C + P. We offer smart system 
solutions that aren’t mass produced and, in addition to all 
their fab functions, look amazing too.

See for yourself and contact us. 

C + P – THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR EVERY AREA OF USE 
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C + P lockers with SVL+ technology dry damp clothes 
in six to 14 hours, depending on the moisture content, 
without any energy input. Scientifi cally researched and 
corroborated. Uniform ventilation of the entire interior is 
guaranteed, even in cabinets with a base. 

The C + P ventilation concept provides clear added val-
ue compared to the ventilation required by DIN 4547. All 
C + P lockers are made of the durable material steel and 
are synonymous with sustainability and stability.

THE EASIEST WAY TO DRY DAMP CLOTHES

SVL+ stands for Self-VentiLation concept – and thus for effective drying. Implemented 
without additional ventilation equipment.

Dryer locker with SVL+ technology
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C + P lockers with FVL+ technology are used in indus-
trial plants, food processing and service companies, not to 
mention everywhere that the likes of emissions removal 
and normal drying tasks are to be completed. Clothes to 
be dried are dried in six to 14 hours, depending on the 
moisture content.

For optimum airing and ventilation, an air exchange rate 
of eight to ten times per hour is recommended.

Dryer locker with FVL+ technology

THE SOLUTION FOR DAMP CLOTHES AND ODORS 

FVL+ stands for Forced VentiLation concept and means improved drying and odor elim-
ination for on-site ventilation systems. 
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C  +  P lockers with FVLD+ technology are used in 
building yards, road maintenance depots, the construc-
tion industry, fi re departments, and so on. The conden-
sation dryer guides dried air into all the compartments 
in a row of lockers (max. 15 in a single row or 2  x  8 
back-to-back). Poppet valves in the locker roofs regu-
late the air volume fl ow; fresh air  / hot air is introduced 
into the closed locker circuit and, in return, extraction 
of used air (humidity) is ensured. With an output of 
just 550  W, the dryer achieves maximum drying effi -
ciency. With the lowest energy consumption per drying 
unit, up to 30 liters of water can be removed from the
clothes per day. Drying rooms – and all their disadvantag-
es– are a thing of the past thanks to FVLD+.

Dryer locker with FVLD+ technology

THE CONTEMPORARY ALTERNATIVE TO DRYING ROOMS

FVLD+ stands for Forced VentiLation concept with Drying and means: 
effective air exchange with electric drying. 
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C + P FLEX+ lockers are real allrounders. Whether used 
in sports, leisure, public administration, industry or lo-
gistics, the FLEX+ is the product of choice wherever wet 
and damp clothes and equipment have to be dried in-
side and out after use and prewarmed as needed. The 
ambient air is sucked into and guided through the ven-
tilation / heating element at a defi ned air velocity inside 
the locker, where it exits at various air outlet openings 
– at pipes / boot, helmet and other holders depending on 
the locker’s confi guration. The moisture extracted escapes 
into the surrounding room, which has a positive effect on 
the room climate when dry heating air is used in winter. 

Additional electrifi cation, for charging the likes of electric 
bikes, is possible with a 230 V socket.

MAXIMUM DRYING AND THERMAL FLEXIBILITY

With its sophisticated drying concept and targeted heat supply, FLEX+ is a 
real allrounder – especially as a standalone solution. 

Dryer locker with FLEX+ technology
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C  +  P lockers with UV-CLN+ technology are inno-
vative lockers that are used wherever hygiene is a key 
issue – in the likes of doctors’ surgeries, hospitals, 
the food industry, the food service industry, the cos-
metics industry, labs or pharmaceutical companies.
Closing the door automatically starts the three-minute 
UV-C radiation process. If the door is opened before 
the time is up, the process is interrupted immediately to 
prevent potentially exposing people to UV-C light. The 
process does not require the use of chemicals and extra 
sealed doors ensure that no radiation leaks out. Steel (the 
material that the lockers – like all C + P lockers – are made 
from) guarantees a smooth and easy-care surface. 

WHEN CLEAN AND FRESH IS NOT ENOUGH

UV-CLN+ stands for germ-free workwear storage. 
Without using any chemicals or additives whatsoever.

Hygienic locker with UV-CLN+ technology



“SUPER PLUS”: OUR SERVICE

Everything from a single source – at C + P, we accom-
pany you throughout the entire process: from con-
sultation and planning, to delivery and installation.

We offer you the full range of services. One of which is our 
in-house logistics operations. Well-established and proven 
structures make us your fast and reliable supplier and ser-
vice partner here too. This benefi ts you as a customer on 
the one hand, and our environment on the other.

The advantages of our service

No packaging material – we can largely eliminate 
packaging thanks to zero-reloading delivery directly to 
the desired unloading point.

Trained professionals – our loaders, drivers and fi t-
ters know “their” products and handle them carefully.

Perfect planning reliability – punctual and 
orderly delivery.

C + P IS A PIONEER IN SUSTAINABILITY 
AND QUALITY! 

Our quality, environmental and energy management 
systems have been certifi ed to ISO 9001, 14001 and 
50001 by the German Management System Certifi cation 
Company (Deutsche Managementsystem Zertifi zierungs-
gesellschaft, or “DMSZ” for short).

Our company has been awarded the silver 
medal in the EcoVadis sustainability rating 
in recognition of our sustainability success-
es.

C + P MÖBELSYSTEME GMBH & CO. KG

Boxbachstrasse 1 · 35236 Breidenbach / Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)6465 919-888 · Fax: +49 (0)6465 919-555
info@cp.de · www.cp.de · 2022/01

ANY QUESTIONS? GET IN TOUCH!


